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ACTIVITY 1: Fill in the Blanks

1.  Anna was riding her bike in the ________________.    (school, park)

2.  It looked very ______________________.          (easy, difficult)

3.  Michael had bent his ________________.       (knees, nose)

4.  Anna was wearing her ___________________.     (ring, helmet)

5.  Zane rode the _______________________. easily.    (pony, skateboard)

6.  Anna was very ___________________.            (curious, angry)

7.  Michael ________________ the skateboard to Zane.   (helped, gave)

8.  "This will ________________ you if you fall".                (protect, hurt)

9.  Sasha and Michael gently ________________ her around.  (held, pushed)

10. She was very __________________ and happy.     (sad, excited)

11. Anna’s friends  __________________ her.        (cheered, helped)

12. Winnie and Zane held her  __________________.      (hands, legs)

Fill in the blanks using the correct word from the brackets beside each 
sentence.
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ACTIVITY 2: Am, Is, Are

Read the sentence given in each box and fill in the blank with ‘am’, ‘is’ or 
‘are’.

They _____________ friends.

Zane ___________ jumping.

Sasha ____________ happy.

I _____________ smiling.

Skateboard _____________ a gift.

I _____________ scared.

They ___________ watching Zane.

Winnie _____________ standing.
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ACTIVITY 3: True or False

1.  Anna was riding a pony in the park.          ____

2.  The skateboard was a birthday gift from Michael’s parents.  ____

3.  Sasha asked Michael for a turn to ride the skateboard.   ____

4.  Winnie was watching Michael ride the skateboard.    ____ 

5.  Anna was not wearing her helmet.      ____

6.  Michael gave his elbow and knee pads to Anna.    ____

7.  At first, Anna couldn’t step on the skateboard.     ____

8.  Anna’s friends did not help her ride the skateboard.    ____

9.  Michael stood straight as he rode his skateboard.   ____ 

10. Anna was very excited and happy about learning a new skill.  ____

11. Zane asked Michael for a turn to ride the bicycle.   ____ 

Read the following sentences. Write ‘T’ for True and ‘F’ for False. The first 
one is done for you.

F
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Find the letters in the boxes which can make up the words in the trees.

ACTIVITY 4: Word Search

FALL

STEPS

PROUD

FRIENDS

HELMET

PARK

SCARED

HELP

SKATEBOARD
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Help Michael write the correct punctuation to complete the sentences 
below. 

ASW

ORF

YRT

WNO

KBIE

EDOR

TEBN

ATWN

SRFTI

LMSIE

PHAYP

CAYSR

LOEOKD

MELTHE

TLYGEN

DESFRIN

ACTIVITY 5: Punctuation

Exclamation
mark

Full stop Question mark

! ?.

1. Anna was very curious

2. Was Michael riding his new skateboard

3. "That looks so difficult and scary"            

4. Was Anna wearing her helmet

5. Anna saw Zane riding the skateboard easily 

6. Were Sasha and Zane cheering

7. Anna felt really proud of herself 

8. "That looks so difficult and scary       " said Winnie

9. Did Anna’s friends help her

10. "Sure       But you must wear a helmet and safety pads first"      
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ASW

ORF

YRT

WNO

KBIE

EDOR

TEBN

ATWN

SRFTI

LMSIE

PHAYP

CAYSR

LOEOKD

MELTHE

TLYGEN

DESFRIN

FRIENDS
HAPPY     SMILE    
TRY         RODE

BIKE    LOOKED    FOR    GENTLY 
SCARY     BENT     HELMET

FIRST     WAS     WANT     OWN

Rearrange the letters to make proper words that are hidden in the bench 
and the bush. 

ACTIVITY 6: Jumble Words
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ACTIVITY 7 - Singular and Plural

1. Anna and Winnie were riding their bikes.

2. Michael got birthday gifts. 

3. Her friends helped her. 

4. Sasha and Zane were playing in the parks.

5.  Zane rode the skateboards easily. 

6. Anna and Michael were wearing their 

helmets.  

1.  ____________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________________

Make six new sentences using the words from the helmet.

Underline the plural nouns in the sentences below and write their singular 
word in the helmet. Use the words from the helmet and make six new 
sentences in the box below. The first one is done for you.

Bike
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ACTIVITY 8 - Capitalization

1.  "that looks so difficult and scary!" said winnie.

2.  she was very excited and happy. 

3.  michael gave the skateboard to zane. 

4.  anna’s friend winnie was watching with her.

5.  at first, anna couldn’t step on the skateboard.

6.  sasha and michael gently pushed her around. 

7.  even though it was difficult, anna did not give up.

8.  "it does look difficult, but i want to try it too", said anna.

9.  "this will protect you if you fall", he said. anna thanked him. 

10. and now she was able to ride the skateboard just like michael and zane! 

Read the following sentences and circle the letters that need to be 
capitalized. The first one is done for you.

First letter of the sentence Proper noun
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Connect the dots and fill the picture with colours. Match the picture to the 
correct shadow.

A

B

C

ACTIVITY 9: Connect the Dots
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Find out who will get the skateboard: Anna, Winnie, Sasha or Zane?

ACTIVITY 10: The Maze Race
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